Mir left Delhi soon afterwards, and it was ten years before he returned. But wherever he went, he saw the decay of the civilisation he loved. In this same year of 1761 he revisited his native city of Agra after an absence of more than twenty years, and stayed there for four months. Agra had not suffered as much material destruction as Delhi had, but the city seemed empty to him. "On two or three occasions," he writes,\(^{38}\)

I went right through the city, meeting scholars and holy men and poets, but none could give peace to my restless heart. I said to myself "Great God! This is that city where in every other street were fine houses and gardens, inns, cloisters, mosques, schools and seminaries, and where scholars and doctors of law, divines and learned men, saints and mystics, physicians and teachers and poets and writers were seen on every hand. But now I see no place where I could rest in peaceful enjoyment, and no man in whose company I could rejoice." I saw a scene of dreadful desolation, and grieved deeply.

No sensitive man could live in such an age and not be deeply influenced by all he saw happening around him; and the writings of Mir, Sauda, and Mir Hasan show how each in his own characteristic way reacted. All feel a deep regret at the passing of Mughal glory, and a life-long attachment to Delhi, which even in its decline symbolised for them all that was most precious in the values of Mughal India. It was these values which they sought to uphold, inspired by the idealised memory of their own childhoods and what the Empire had been in their fathers' and grandfathers' day. Their methods differ. Sauda uses his power as a satirist to pillory those who contribute to the general decline in civilised standards, whether in personal or social life. Mir Hasan condemns by silence, withdrawing from the decadent world around him and holding up before men's eyes a picture of one moulded nearer to his heart's desire. In Mir the keynotes are a deep, personal sorrow and an unshakable determination to uphold in his poetry the principles in which he believed with all his heart and which guided his own life. But at this point we can turn direct to the poets' works and leave it to the reader to make his own appraisal.

\(^{38}\) Zik-i-Mir, p. 104.

---

**The Satires of Sauda**

An age like that of eighteenth-century Mughal India calls aloud for a satirist, and in Sauda it found one.\(^1\) He was not a satirist alone. His collected verse is a bulky volume, including poems in all the main classical forms, and all have played their part in making him one of the great names in Urdu literature. Traditionally he is assessed not only as a great satirist but also as one of the only two Urdu poets to achieve real distinction in the difficult form of the qasida. But it is his satires which today arouse the greatest interest, and these alone will be discussed here.

Sauda was of noble descent on both sides of his family, and was born and brought up in Delhi. His father died when he was still quite a young man, and he inherited a considerable fortune. But he was generous, and liking the good things of life, his money was soon spent. Even so, he never seems to have experienced any great hardship. He made his name as a poet quite early in life, so impressing his ustād that he used to tell people that Sauda could have said of him what the Persian poet Sāīb (1601–1676) said of his ustād:\n
\(^1\) Sources for this chapter are Shāhīd Cānd, Saudā (Aurangābād, 1936), which is still the only substantial study of the poet; and Saudā's *Kulliyāt* (collected verse). No satisfactory edition of the *Kulliyāt* exists. The most recent is that of ʻAbdul Bārī ʻĀd, 2 vols. (Lucknow, 1932). Unfortunately, despite the better arrangement of the poems and the very much greater clarity of the text, ʻĀd's edition is inferior in many respects to some of its predecessors, notably in that he has taken it upon himself to expurgate Saudā's verse of what he regards as obscene and objectionable matter, following an earlier edition "from which," to quote his complacent words, "these thorns had been cleared" (p. 18 of his Introduction). We have therefore preferred an earlier edition—that prepared by Momin's pupil, Mir ʻAbdur ʻRahmān ʻĀd, and printed at Delhi in A.H. 1252 (A.D. 1836). *Kulliyāt* in the notes below means this edition. The edition is not easily accessible, and all but a few of the verses we quote are included in Khurshidul Islam's selection *Kalām-i-Saudā* (Allgarh, 1965). We have therefore added the references to this selection, abbreviated in the notes below as *Kalām*. 
Respect commands my silence, but the truth is
My master is not fit to be my pupil.

Both his noble birth and his fame as a poet gave Sauida access to the
courts of the nobility and ensured him a life of material comfort. We do
not know who his first patrons were, but when he left Delhi in 1757, he
had for some time been attached to the court of Imād ul Mulk, the Vazīr
of the Empire whose political crimes have already been described. Imād
seems, however, to have known and fulfilled his obligations as a patron,
and there is nothing to suggest that Sauida found any cause for dissatis-
faction with him in this respect. Subsequent patrons provided equally
well for him. From 1757 to about 1770 he lived at Farrukhābād, under
the patronage of the chief minister of the kingdom, and from then to his
death in 1781 at the court of the Governors of Oudh, who were then the
most generous patrons of Urdu literature in Mughal India. Richard
Johnson, the British Assistant Resident at the court of Oudh, who is said
to have known Urdu well and to have appreciated Urdu poetry, was
among those whose acquaintance he made there.

His attitude to his patrons was, as we have seen, a healthy one. He was
a great poet, and his obligation to society, which he fully accepted, was
to practise and perfect his art. Society’s obligation to him was, through
the institution of patronage, to assure him the means of doing so. What he
received from his patrons was his due; he owed them appreciation and
respect, but nothing more than that. He maintained this attitude all his
life, as a story of his last years shows.²

Sauda was living under the patronage of Āsaf ud Daula, the Governor
of Oudh. Āsaf ud Daula was once out on a hunting expedition and the
news came that he had killed a lion. Sauida at once celebrated the
occasion with a couplet:

बाद भी बैठा हिम निसाना बदाया
शून्य ने खोने लगा उत्तिष्ठया

See, Ibn i Muljam comes to earth again
And so the Lion of God once more is slain.

² To be more precise, some time between A.H. 1183 (A.D. 1769-1770) and A.H. 1185
³ See Āsaf, Ab i Ḥādī, p. 169.

The point of the verse is in the play on the words “the Lion of God.”
Lion of God is one of the titles of Ali, the cousin and son-in-law of the
Prophet, and Ibn i Muljam was the name of the man who assassinated him.
Āsaf ud Daula was a Shia, a sect of Muslims which holds Ali and his
family in special veneration, and to be compared, even in jest, with Ali’s
assassin, was something he was not likely to appreciate. Āsaf ud Daula
heard of the verse, and on his return said to Sauida, “‘Mirza,’ I hear you
have compared me to the murderer of the Lion of God.” Sauida was quite
unabashed. He laughed and replied, “Well, it was a fair comparison. The
lion was God’s, not yours or mine.”

This independent spirit is one of his many attractive qualities. There
is nothing complicated about his character. He enjoyed life without any
inhibitions, and he liked others to enjoy it too. He thought he was a good
poet, and took a pride in being so. But he was not an arrogant man, and
made no pretensions to qualities which he knew he did not possess. “I am
not the fairest flower in the garden, nor am I a thorn in any man’s path,”
he wrote of himself. “I am neither famous for virtue nor notorious for
vice . . . I seek nobody’s favours, and want nobody to seek mine. People
may think well or ill of me as they please : I act as my nature prompts me.”³

Acting as his nature prompted him meant, among other things, giving
free rein to a quick wit and an exuberant, often Rabelaisian, sense of
humour, as many stories of him show. On one occasion a friend of his
brought a young poet to see him. The poet had long been anxious to meet
Sauda, and had hopes of persuading him to be his tutor. After Sauida had
listened to a few of his verses, he asked him what takhallus he had chosen.
“Umedvār,” he replied, meaning one who hopes for, or expects, or
aspires to something. Sauda smiled and said,

‘मैं कहाँ से गई क्यों के धन का वाना
साड़े अजेर के ला तो दो सदर

Someone has made him fruitful: need he tell us
Why he has made Umedvār his takhallus?

⁴ “Mirza” was the proper courteous form of address for a gentleman of Mughal (as opposed
to Persian) descent.
⁵ Kālām, p. 362, lower margin, lines 18-20; p. 364, centre, line 1; and p. 355, centre,
line 14. Kālām, p. 397, lines 1-2, and p. 211, lines 4-5.
Umedvār, like the English "expectant," also means pregnant. The young man was covered in confusion, and decided both to change his takhallus and to look for another ustād.

On another occasion he was visited by a poet named Hidāyat. After the usual formalities Sauda asked him what he was doing these days. Hidāyat replied pompously, "The management of my affairs leaves me but little leisure, but my temperament constrains me from time to time to write some trifling verses, and occasionally I compose a ghazal." "Why waste time on ghazals?" Sauda replied. "You should write satires." Hidāyat was taken aback. "But whom should I satirise?" he asked. "That's no problem," said Sauda. "You satirise me and I'll satirise you." Having shown Hidāyat that he was not impressed by his pompousness, Sauda seems to have been content to leave it at that. Otherwise Hidāyat would have found to his cost that to be the target of Sauda's satire was a painful experience.

One of such targets was Mir Zāhik, the father of the Mir Hasan of this book, and a man whom Sauda regarded as a sponger and detested accordingly. One day Sauda and another poet named Sikandar were at the house of Mirza Sulaimān Shikoh, a son of the Emperor Shāh Ālam, and their host was conversing with them when Mir Zāhik came in. Sulaimān Shikoh, who was well aware of Sauda's dislike for the man, greeted Zāhik politely, asked him to be seated, and had the hookah set before him. He then turned to Sauda and said, smiling, "Won't you recite something for us?" Sauda replied that he had not written anything recently, and then, with a gesture towards Sikandar added, "But he has just written a poem; I'll recite you the first verse":

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{بیاب توری و موسی \\
\text{سالاری اوپ کے سینی قائد} \\
\text{گھاس کے لوک اوپ راہ میں} \\
\text{میری یہاں آپ سے آواز گذاشنا کے لیے} \\
\text{روک کر اس کے ساتھ تسلیم کرنا رہا} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Without waiting to hear any more, Mir Zāhik rose to his feet and threw himself upon the astonished Sikandar, while others rushed in to part them. Meanwhile Sauda stood on one side smiling; the verse was not Sikandar's, but his own.

The incident illustrates both Sauda's character and his satirical style. Within five lines it is suggested that Zāhik is incapable of performing a husband's duties without divine intervention, that he is so apelike that most people would mistake his son for a monkey, that he lives by sponging on others, and that even going the rounds with a performing monkey would be a more honourable way of getting a living. Amidst this shower of insults only the last but one is at all seriously intended. There is a single motive for attack, but the attack is made with any and every weapon that comes to hand.

This method can be disconcerting to one whose ideas of literary polemic are based on the modern conventions that an opponent must be treated fairly and courteously, that personalities should be avoided, and that anything not strictly relevant to the point at issue should be excluded from the argument. But these are quite irrelevant to the satire of Sauda's day—and indeed to that of most countries and most ages up to quite modern times. Sauda enjoyed all and more of the license that is

---

7 Shaikh Când, pp. 82-83.
8 The comedies of Aristophanes in ancient Athens, the polemics of Luther against the Pope, and the attacks of Milton on Salmusius illustrate in different countries and different ages that this was so. Thus E. H. Gombrich and E. Krüs, in Caricature (Harmondsworth, 1949), p. 8, write, "Some of the woodcuts against the Pope which [Luther] ordered Cranach to make are today hardly reproducible... they are illustrated libels, desecrating the opponent as crudely as possible." Milton in his polemics addresses Salmusius as "busy puppy." "you slug you," and "you silly loggerhead." Another work against an anonymous opponent has such passages as: "Salmusius will make the trumpet blow a deadly blast. You announce a new kind of harmony; for to the terrors of that loud-sounding instrument no symphony bears so close a resemblance as that which is produced by accumulated flatulence." And: "Take away, O ass! those paniers of airy nothingness; and speak, if you can, three words that have an affinity to common sense; if it be possible for the tumid pumpkin of your skull to discover for a moment anything like the reality of intellect." Milton, The Prose Works, ed. J. A. St. John (London, 1848), I, 15, 17, 232, 242, respectively.

---

6 The anecdotes about Umedvār and Hidāyat are from Azād, Ab i Hayāt, pp. 170, 171, respectively.
Conductly passed at his words and repeated:

Could put him on the right without the slightest inconvenience, was the other, who knew there a man of his father's wealth and position

He talked a waterfall and said it before the visitor, exhibiting again his

He let some shortly afterwards the rain began. The host went and

He went to to look like him. The host at once became extremely affected,

Hardly had been admired when the sky closed over and

God will the world with unmerited good things,

\[ \text{The Sauks of Sauda} \]
Why all this agitation, my good lord?  
What need to fancy me in such a plight?  
I need not hasten home; be reassured.  
If it keeps on like this I'll stay the night.

At these words his host turned pale, as though his guest had dealt him a mortal blow, and in even greater agitation he spoke constantly about the rain, sending his servants out repeatedly to look at the sky and see if there were any sign of it clearing up. But when the steady downpour continued, he realised that other measures would be needed. For a while he conversed with his visitor, dwelling at length, for his benefit, on a tradition of the Holy Prophet, which tells how he reproved one of his acquaintances for visiting him too frequently; and when it was time for dinner, he excused himself, saying that he had to go to the lavatory, but telling his guest to send for the steward and order anything he wished. The visitor accordingly did so. The steward came only after being repeatedly summoned, and having at length appeared, said that no food was ready, that there were no provisions in the house, and that the tradesmen had found it so difficult to extract payment for what they supplied that they had all long since refused to deal with the house any longer. Then, warming to his subject, he launched into a long and contemptuous account of his master’s unspeakable meaness—this speech forms the bulk of the satire—ending with an incident which was meant to convince his hearer that he could not expect to receive the slightest hospitality at this house:

This fellow has a son, a stupid boy,  
But none the less his father’s pride and joy.  
Do you know what he did, the silly fellow?  
One day, feeling particularly mellow,  
He asked a friend to lunch—‘twas nothing much—  
A plate of greens and lentils, or some such.
You should have seen his father’s agitation.
You’d think his son had feasted half the nation.
He swore he’d cut him off without a shilling;
Divorce his mother too: he’d not be willing
To call her wife who’d borne a son so monstrous!
Then, less infuriated and more pompous,
He called her and proceeded to hold forth:
"O would that you had never given birth!
Or else brought forth a stone! Or else miscarried!
Better by far if I had never married.
Better by far die childless than have one
So utterly unworthy for a son!
His grandsire was a great voluptruous.
But still, he was no spendthrift—no, not he!
He planned his operations like a soldier
And sent his servants, haversack on shoulder,
To beg from door to door for scraps of food,
And bring them back to him; anything good
He’d pick out for himself. Then he would say
"The rest is yours"—and dock it from their pay.
That’s how our family fortunes were amassed,
And was it all for this, that he at last
Should leave us naked ’gainst the winter’s blast?
I thought myself extravagant, but he
In reckless spending outdoes even me.
He’ll rapidly exhaust our buried hoards,
Pull down the house, and sell the bricks and boards.
And all for senseless prodigality!
Well, since the thing is done, I’ll have to see
Where lies the true responsibility.
His tutor should have taught the boy more sense,
So he shall pay the bill . . ."

The steward concluded by saying that the visitor would get nothing here,
but that his own humble dwelling was not far away and he would be very
welcome to dine there if he wished. The visitor thanked him and returned

The Satires of Sauda

home, and the next day came and related the whole story to Sauda, who concludes:

لئ يعصر

On such a perfect nobleman, I say,
May God send down His curses night and day.

Another satire is on the gluttony of Mir Zāhik. It depicts a number of separate scenes rather than telling a connected story.

هی سنگر پروردگار شام و درک

He only has to hear a saucepan rattle,
And like a soldier digging in for battle,
He’ll take up his position by the door.
Nothing can shift him then: that god of war,
Rustam himself, might rise up from the tomb
And try his strength against him. He’d stand firm.
He’d fight to the last breath and never yield
Until his corpse was carried from the field.

It is enough to catch a whiff of food cooking for him to fly to the place and sit there beating his head with both hands in an agony of impatience and looking like a great fly which sits on the food washing its face with its front legs. When food is set before him, he rushes at it as a soldier

rushed to loot a house, feverishly gathering everything up in case anyone should come and disturb him before he can finish, and his hands flash back and forth between the plate and his mouth as nimbly as those of a fencer hard pressed by a determined opponent. So obsessed is he by the thought of food that it dominates his mind even when he is alone with his wife.

He

 Fixes his lady’s bodice with a strec,
 "Tell me," he asks, "What have you got in there?
 Are they two loaves? Or two delicious cheeses?"
 Or, if his hand should stray into her breeches,
 "What’s this I feel," he cries, "So soft and warm?
 Newly-baked bread? If so ’twould do no harm
 To let me eat it. Why do you hide it from me?"

Another satire is directed against an ignorant hakîm,14 or one who practises the traditional Greek system of medicine as developed by the Arabs—a system still widely prevalent in all countries which have a large

There’s a hakîm, the mention of whose name
Makes every good physician blush with shame.
Down in the main bazaar you’ll find his house;
He looks like Satan, yet his name is Ghaus.15
Since he took up his practice people say
Death works while Healing takes a holiday.
None whom he treated ever yet got well;
His patients populate both Heaven and Hell.
Worthy successor to Halâku Khân,16
He massacres Hindu and Musalman.

11 Saudî uses the word panjûkân. This was a kind of bread bearing the marks of five fingers.

15 Ghaus is a title of a Muslim saint.
16 Halâku Khân was the grandson of Chingiz, or Jenghiz, Khân, and commander of the Mongol hordes which overran the Muslim ‘Abbasid Empire. When he took Baghdad, he ordered a general massacre of the population of the city and of the surrounding country.
The poem goes on to describe how a man went to consult him and was given a prescription to take to the druggist to be made up. The druggist took one look at it, and asked the man to describe the hakīm who had given him it. From the description he at once recognised that it must be Ghaus, whereupon he launched into a long diatribe against him (which takes up the rest of the poem), cursing him heartily and quoting numerous instances of his complete incompetence. Sauda concludes:

The moral is, make this a golden rule:
Don't go for treatment to this bloody fool.¹⁷

Ignorant, self-important frauds like hakīm Ghaus are the target of a great number of satires. One of Sauda's favourite butts was a "learned" Kashmiri named Nudrat. This man did his best to acquire a reputation for virtue, learning, and poetry alike; but he seems in fact—if Sauda is to be believed—to have been a close spiritual kinsman of

... the peerless paper lord, Lord Peter,
Who broke the laws of God, and man, and metre.

There is perhaps no other figure whom Sauda attacks so often and so mercilessly in his satires, sometimes in terms which shock even one accustomed to his coarseness. But the best of them is less crude, and concentrates on exposing Nudrat's pretensions to be a great scholar and poet:

This idiot once felt slightly indisposed;
He dosed himself with his own preparations.
Corpse-washers, mourners, coffin-makers, all
Thronged round his door with earnest supplications:
"You'll kill yourself! How can you be so cruel?
Have pity on our wives and families!
How shall we earn our bread when you are gone?
We need you more than you can realise—
Well, if you must then, tell us someone who
Makes out the same prescriptions as you do,
And we will promise (given what we crave)
Always to keep fresh flowers on your grave."

¹⁷ The whole tone of this satire reminds one of Robert Burns' *Death and Doctor Hornbrook.*
THREE MUGHAL POETS

Where scholars are assembled, you’re a poet;
Where poets gather, a grammarian.
Both claims are false, but how are they to know it?
They can’t catch Nudrat! He’s too spry for them!
But what when both are met? If you speak there,
These are the words you’ll very quickly hear:
Give your old nag full rein, but curb your tongue! 18

About satires like these Sauda might well have given his readers the same advice as Rabelais gave his: “You... may not too easily conclude that they treat of nothing but mockery, fooling, and pleasant fiction... You must open this book and carefully weigh up its contents. You will discover then that the drug within is far more valuable than the box promised.” 19 What in essence his satires all assert is that it is not too difficult to fulfil your elementary obligations to your fellowmen and to society at large, and that if you fail in them, he has the right to tell you so plainly and to make you smart for it. This down-to-earth approach engages one’s sympathies much more than a high moral tone would do. But in any case Sauda did not like the high moral tone. He knew that it was all too often the mark of people who could see failings only in other people, and never in themselves; and he left no one in any doubt about what he thought of such people: 20

Pious severely censures me, I hear,
On evidence Abstemious supplied him.
Sauda will not resent that, never fear,
But I would just respectfully remind him:
That which Abstemious saw fit to do
For me, he very well may do for you.

I never understood what prompts a man
To ferret out the vices of his neighbours.

18 Kulliyāt, p. 359, upper margin, lines 12–16. Kalâm, p. 196, line 13, p. 197, line 2. The last line is a refrain that follows each of the 15 verses.
20 Kulliyāt, p. 311. Kalâm, pp. 211–212. The translation represents a considerable abridgement of the original, but draws upon most of the stanzas.
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Surely a decent human being can
Find a much better object for his labours.
The rosary was meant for other things
Than counting up a fellow-creature’s sins.

Suppose my every sin a deadly one—
Does that stop you living a life of piety?
I sin in my own way, involving none:
Does that in any way corrupt society?
Does it require the strictures of the pious?
Ask any normal person free from bias.

I wish this tribe would learn another trade;
But meanwhile let them heed this friendly warning:
I cannot spy; that’s not the way I’m made:
I go to bed at night and sleep till morning.
And yet I also know a thing or two;
You’d best leave me alone: be off with you!

In another short poem he tells how he was approached by an acquaintance who warned him not to make any man his friend, because there are no friends who prove true once they are put to the test. Sauda records his words and then writes:

I heard him out; then, smiling, said to him:
"It is not good to speak so ill of men.
Who made you judge of others? You had best
Thank God that no one puts you to the test." 21

The attitude these poems express helps to explain why Sauda was so popular in his day, when people saw and condemned the degeneracy all round them, and wanted to see their feelings expressed, but were too conscious of their own human failings to sympathise with the conventional moralists. The poems also help to correct a false picture of Sauda to which Urdu critics of the Victorian age gave currency and which is still quite commonly presented. This picture represents him as a proud, irascible man, very conscious of his powers as a satirist and always ready to use them at once against anyone who did anything to upset him. This idea of him arises from a failure to understand the conventions of eighteenth-century satire. What has already been said on this point is not special pleading for Sauda. The few satirical poems of Mir and Mir Hasan are in the same convention as his—a fact these critics seem to have overlooked, for none of them draws similar conclusions about their character. The truth is that no such conclusions can legitimately be drawn, either about them or about Sauda. Mir Hasan, for example, has always been thought of as a man of gentle and courteous disposition; his contemporaries go out of their way to praise these qualities in him, and no subsequent writer has seen any reason to question their testimony. Yet manuscripts of his verse include a satire written in reply to Sauda’s attack on his father, Mir Zahir, and couched in terms so scurrilous that modern editors do not venture to print it as it stands.  

The outrageous charges made in verse of this kind have nothing to do with the writer’s serious estimate of his adversary. One of Mir Hasan’s works is a short account of the Urdu poets, and in it he gives high praise to Sauda, adding in passing that he was a frequent visitor at Sauda’s house, and was always treated with kindness and affection.

In Mir’s case the evidence is even more substantial. The high regard in which Mir and Sauda held each other is well known. Yet they satirised each other in terms which, if taken at their face value, would lead to quite the opposite conclusion. For example, Sauda was very fond of dogs, and Mir wrote a satire attacking him for this. He used many sticks to beat him with, including the argument that Islam regards the dog as an unclean animal, and the suggestion that Sauda’s ostentatious love of dogs is nothing but self-advertisement, necessary because he had no other qualities that would attract anyone’s attention. Whether Mir really attached any weight to the views of orthodox Islam on the dog is questionable, for he himself had once kept one. And it is quite certain that Mir did not really think that Sauda had any need to advertise himself, for we know that Mir fully shared the current opinion of him as one of the greatest poets of his day. The whole piece is in lighthearted vein, and probably means only that Mir—in common, no doubt, with many others—thought the attention which Sauda devoted to his dogs extravagant, a little ostentatious, and rather ridiculous.

Sauda replied to Mir’s attack in a short piece of about the same length. He takes the argument about the attitude of Islam at its face value and replies that he fully accepts that dogs are unclean animals; but after being in contact with them, one only has to bathe to be clean again. He argues that there is therefore no harm in keeping dogs, and goes on to say that there is one dog, however, which a man should on no account cherish, and that is the dog of his own baser impulses. Love for this dog so contaminates a man that no amount of bathing will make him clean. Let those who want to teach others the way they should live preach against all attachment to this dog; and above all let them see to it first that they themselves are free from such attachment—a plain suggestion to Mir that if he is so concerned with godly living, he should first concentrate on correcting his own faults. The whole thing amounts to a mild rebuke to Mir—not perhaps wholly undeserved—for being too ready to tell others what they ought and ought not to do.

Mir is the target of another short satire in which Sauda says that one of the best calligraphers of his day came to him complaining bitterly that Mir was ruining his reputation for him. “How so?” asked Sauda. The man replied that Mir brought him verses of the classical poets to write out, but insisted on “improving” them. When other people saw them, not knowing that Mir was responsible for the changes, they blamed them on the carelessness of the calligrapher. Here again, the serious intention

---

28 An expurgated extract is quoted in Mahmūd Fārūqī, Mir Hasan aur Khuldūn ke dārā shurʿāb (Lahore, 1956), pp. 42–43.

29 Mir Hasan, Taṣkira i Shuʿarā i Ḥudū, quoted in Shaikh Citād, Saudā, p. 84.

30 Kulliyāt i Mir, ed. ‘Abdul Barī Asī (Lucknow, 1941), p. 83.


32 Kulliyāt, p. 316, Kalam, p. 170.
is simply to take a hit at Mir for the readiness with which he passes literary judgements, both on the poetry of his own day and on that of the past.

In short, in such exchanges there is on both sides a point of criticism quite seriously intended, but it is accompanied by a good deal more which is not. Serious judgements were another matter. Mir wrote of Sauda as "Pre-eminent among the poets of India... and worthy to be called the poet laureate of Urdu." One of the most famous anecdotes about him tells how, when he was asked to name the great poets of his day, he replied without hesitation, "First Sauda; secondly, myself" (adding after a pause that a third poet, Mir Dard, was "half a poet"). The names of the two poets—"Mir and Mirza," as their contemporaries called them—were regularly linked together, and they themselves must have approved of the judgement this implies, for they use the phrase in their own writings. There is an anecdote which shows that Sauda did not consider anyone and everyone entitled to attack Mir. He was present on one occasion at a gathering where he was approached by a self-styled poet named Khāķsār, who asked him to compose an extemporary satire on Mir. To his delight, Sauda agreed to his request. A couplet ostensibly ridiculing Mir's personal appearance was greeted with roars of laughter in which Khāķsār joined until, when the laughter showed no sign of dying down, it dawned upon him that the verse described not Mir but himself.

All this shows that one poet might lampoon another in the most extravagant terms without this necessarily implying any real feeling of enmity between them. It does not, of course, mean that such enmity never existed between the satirist and his victim. Probably Sauda cordially detested most of those whom he attacked by name. But even then it is important, before forming conclusions, to distinguish the essential theme of the satire from the rest and to assess its underlying tone.

That Sauda was not at all the arrogant, touchy, waspish person that some have made him out to be is well illustrated by an incident which occurred during the last period of his life in Lucknow. There was a man named Ashraf Ali Khān who had spent fifteen years in compiling a selection of Persian verse taken from the works of the great poets. When he had completed it, he took it to Fākhr Makīn, who enjoyed the reputation of being the best Persian poet of the day, and asked if he would consent to look over it. Fākhr Makīn made all sorts of difficulties, but in the end took the selection and began to look through it. Ashraf Ali Khān later heard to his consternation that he was crossing out the verses of even the greatest poets, on the ground that they were meaningless, and was making drastic alterations in others. He at once went to him, and having after much persuasion got the selection returned, went with it to Sauda. He told him of all that had happened, and of how distressed he felt at what Fākhr Makīn had done, and in the end asked Sauda to undertake the revision of the selection. Sauda replied that his knowledge of Persian was not adequate to the task; he felt sure, he said, that a scholar like Fākhr Makīn must have good reason for what he had done; if Ashraf Ali Khān could not bring himself to accept Fākhr Makīn's corrections, he should approach other eminent Persian scholars, and named five whom he considered competent to undertake the task. Ashraf Ali Khān pointed out in reply that Fākhr Makīn held the very poorest opinion of those whom Sauda had named, and again asked Sauda himself to revise the selection. At length Sauda reluctantly agreed. When he began to examine the selection, he was astonished to find what Fākhr Makīn had done. The verses of great classical poets had been mutilated beyond recognition. Sauda then wrote a pamphlet which he entitled "Ibrat ul Ghaffīl," or A Warning to the Heartless. In it he dealt with all the mistakes that Fākhr Makīn had committed in making his so-called corrections, and then went on to a detailed examination of all the mistakes in Fākhr Makīn's own Persian verse.

Fākhr Makīn heard of this with alarm, and at once took steps to prevent the thing becoming public knowledge. He first sent one of his best pupils, a man with some reputation as a Persian scholar in his own right, to dispute some of the points Sauda had made, but Sauda completely refuted all his arguments. He then took more desperate steps. He sent a gang of young bloods to compel Sauda under threat of violence to accompany them to Fākhr Makīn's house and settle the whole matter with him.

29 Āzīd, Ab i Ḥayāt, p. 216.
30 See, for example, Mir, Kallyāt, p. 816, lines 11; and Sauda, Kallyāt, p. 155, lower margin, lines 12-13.
31 Shaikh Gird, Souda, pp. 78-79.
32 Khāķsār means humble, but the name was hardly an apt one; he thought himself a far better poet than Mir, and had conferred upon himself the title of King of Poets.
33 Āzīd, Ab i Ḥayāt, pp. 165-168.
there and then. Sauda had no alternative but to submit. On the way there they tried to humiliate him in public by provoking a clash with him, and the dispute was at its height when, fortunately for Sauda, the retinue of Aṣaf ud Daula’s brother Sa’ādat Ali Khān passed that way. Having ascertained what was happening, he compelled the men to release Sauda, and seating him beside him on his own elephant, went directly to Aṣaf ud Daula. He was taking his meal at the time, but Sa’ādat Ali Khān went straight in to him and related the whole incident, expressing his regret that the ruler of Oudh apparently could not prevent such a thing happening even in the streets of his own capital. Aṣaf ud Daula was very concerned. He at once came out, and having heard a more detailed account of what had happened, ordered that the rowdies should be expelled from the city and the quarter where they lived razed to the ground, while Fakhīr Makīn was to be commanded to appear at once at court, just as he was. It was Sauda who interceded for his adversary, saying that the help already given him was sufficient protection, and that what was after all in origin a literary dispute should be settled by literary means. Aṣaf ud Daula deferred to his wishes and Sauda was allowed to go home, escorted as a precaution by some of the Navvāb’s own soldiers.

The next day Aṣaf ud Daula rebuked Fakhīr Makīn sharply before the whole court, and told him in conclusion: “If you possess the poetic talent you claim, compose a verse against Sauda here and now in his presence.” Fakhīr Makīn replied, “That is more than I can do.” “Yes,” said the Navvāb, “but you could set these devils on Sauda and let them drag him from his house into the street and humiliate him. That was not more than you could do.” He then turned to Sauda and indicated that he should speak. Sauda, never at a loss, at once recited a rubā‘ī in Persian, which may be freely translated:

The learned class in every land reveres thy name;
O crown of poetry, who has not heard thy fame?
Three errors in two lines! Pray you correct them, friend;
For “class” read “ass”; for “crown” read “clown”; for “fame” read “shame.”

The story is interesting not only because it shows Sauda to have been a modest man, capable of exercising restraint and tolerance even under great provocation, but because it also shows the great honour and respect in which a good patron was expected to hold a great poet.

Most of Sauda’s satires are personal, in the sense that they attack particular people, often by name. But in some of them personal merges with social satire, because it is public figures who are under attack. And in addition to these there are others which directly satirise social institutions. In his social, as in his personal, satire Sauda spoke from a standpoint very close to that of the ordinary man. He stood by the medieval ideals of social life, and was not prepared to abandon them, no matter how generally they had ceased to be observed in his own day. He attributed the decay of the Empire to the selfish neglect by men of all classes of the duties to society appropriate to their station; and he therefore saw the remedy in himself doing his duty to society according to his lights, and in persuading or shaming others into doing theirs. As a satirist, he played his part by attacking any departure from the social ideals in which he believed. Like most men of his age, he looked for inspiration to the past, or more accurately, to an unconsciously idealised part, which in fact represented his aspirations for the future. Many passages show how this idealised memory sustained him, so that while the contemporary scene often aroused his anger and sorrow, he did not succumb to pessimism.

In demanding, so to speak, that his social ideals be realised, he did not feel that he was demanding the impossible, for he believed that they had already been realised once before—and only a generation or two before his time. Thus one of his satires contrasts the Delhi of former times with that of his own day. There was a time, he says, when the administration was firm, vigorous, and incorruptible, and the people of the city lived a good life in peace and prosperity, assured that their lives and property were secure. But today the city swarms with thieves and robbers, who go unpunished because the police are in league with them; the danger of assault is always present, so that men go out in the evening to a mushā‘ira fully armed, as though they were going out to battle. Elsewhere he describes the age as one in which

The king no longer heeds his subjects’ cry.35

35 Kulliyāt, p. 338, centre, line 14. (Not included in Kalām.)
words. He writes on the most varied themes, particularly in his satires, and uses with uniform ease the range of vocabulary appropriate to each. His satires also show a wide and varied experience of life, a keen power of observation, and an impressive familiarity with the arts and sciences of his day, so that when he lampoons an ignorant hakim or a self-styled scholar, he can carry the attack into his opponent’s own territory. For all these reasons he speaks with the vigorous assurance of one who knows that his own position is unchallengeable. If he enjoyed a life of comfort and even luxury, he regarded this as no more than what was due to him as one of the two greatest poets of the age, each of whom, moreover, had in his own field raised Urdu poetry to a level never before attained. He was satisfied with his own part in the life of his age; he did not feel tempted, as a weaker man might have done, to blind himself to the reality of what he saw around him in case he should be compelled to face also the reality about himself; and he knew he had no need to protect himself from the possibility of counterattack by holding back in his denunciation of the vices and shortcomings of others.

Sauda was never overawed by anyone. Men with a countrywide reputation were attacked by name in his satires. The great religious leader Shāh Vali Ullāh is the subject of one of them. Zābīta Khān, the Rohilla chieftain, son of a distinguished father, Najīb ud Daula, who from Delhi had ruled what was left of the Empire with great ability for seven years after the momentous events of 1761, is satirised for his cowardice. One full-length satire is a devastating exposure of Shīḍī Faułād Khān, kōtvāl of Delhi. The duties of the kōtvāl of a city correspond very roughly to those of a modern chief of police, though his powers and responsibilities were in many respects much wider. Faułād Khān, however, instead of protecting the property of the citizens of Delhi, was in league with the thieves and shared with them the proceeds of their activities.

In other satires he speaks out against evils too widespread to be attacked through satire against individuals. One pictures the chaos and inefficiency of the imperial army, in which every man tries to evade his obligations and in which the skill, equipment, and courage without which no army

---

36 Cf. ibid., p. 86. The poem is given in Kulliyāt, p. 108, where, however, no name is mentioned. Some manuscripts describe this as a satire on Shāh Vali Ullāh.
39 Kulliyāt, p. 315.
can give a good account of itself in war are all wanting. Finally there are two satires which give so comprehensive a view of the society of his day that they are worth summarising at some length. The first\footnote{Kâliyûlû, pp. 111–113. Kâlûm, pp. 108–113.} tells how a man approached Sauda and asked him whether he could tell him of any way to earn his living in Hindustan today. Sauda replied:

Better to keep silent than try to answer such a question, for even the tongues of angels cannot do justice to the answer. There are many professions which you could adopt, but let us see what difficulties will beset you in each of them these days. You could buy a horse and offer yourself for service in some noble’s army. But never in this world will you see your pay, and you will rarely have both sword and shield by you, for you must pawn one or the other to buy fodder for your horse; and unless the money lender is kind to you, you or your wife must go hungry, for you will not get enough to feed you both. You could minister to the needs of the faithful in a mosque, but you would find asses tethered there and men young and old sitting there idle and unwilling to be disturbed. Let the muezzin give the call to prayer and they will stop his mouth, for no one cares for Islam these days . . . You could become the courtier of some great man, but your life would not be worth living. If he does not feel like sleeping at night, you too must wake with him, though you are ready to drop, and until he feels inclined to dine, you may not, though you are faint with hunger and your belly is rumbling. Or you could become his physician; but if you did, your life would be passed in constant apprehension, for should the Nâvâb sneeze, he will glare at you as though you ought to have given him a sword and buckler to keep off the cold wind. You will live through torture as you watch him feed. He will stuff himself with sweet melon and cream and then fish, and then cow’s tongue, and, with it all, fancy breads of all kinds; and if at any stage he feels the slightest pain in his stomach, then you, you ignorant fool, are to blame, though you were Bû Ali Sînâ himself.\footnote{One of the greatest medieval authorities on medicine, known in Europe as Avicenna (d. 1037).} Why not become a merchant then? But if you do, you must reckon with the possibility that the wares you buy in Isphahan will not find a market in Hindustan,\footnote{The term here means northern India only.} and you will have to take them as far afield as the Deccan. You never know in the morning whether you will ever reach your destination for the day,\footnote{An allusion to the robber-infested roads.} and your evenings will be passed in anxious reckonings of gain and loss. When you take your wares to some great man, you will be astonished at the way he speaks to you, and an observer, noting the price you are compelled to accept, would conclude that you are suspected of selling stolen property. Moreover, you will not get your money right away, but must go to the great man’s agent for it, and though you show him authorisation to pay, he will tell you that he has not got the money to do so. So back you must go to his master, only to be told, “Take your goods back; my steward says they are too dear.” But when you go for them, they are not to be found. So you lose both the goods and their price, and you must stand outside the great man’s fortress hoping to waylay him as he comes out in his palanquin and lay your petition for redress before him. And do not think you can make a living from the land, for only if the rains are good can you survive, and you pass your days in dread of drought or floods . . . But perhaps you have thought of becoming a poet, for are not poets said to enjoy freedom from all care? You will find it is not so. No one is such a prey to worry as he. He cannot even concentrate on his Id prayer,\footnote{Id is the day which marks the end of the month-long fast of Ramân. It is a day of great rejoicing. Congregational prayers are said on a big open space, since the mosques cannot contain the huge crowds.} for he is trying all the time to compose an ode to his patron. No sooner is it rumoured that the noble lord has fertilised his lady’s womb than he must rack his brains for a chronogram,\footnote{In the Arabic alphabet, adopted by Urdu speakers—as by most other peoples who embraced Islam—for the writing of their own language, every letter stands for a particular number. The dates of important events were marked by chronograms, or verses in which would be included a word or phrase made up of letters whose numerical value when totalled would give the date required.} ready for the birth of the child, and if she should miscarry, he must write such an elegy on the abortion that no one ever after will want to read those on Imâm Husain.\footnote{The grandson of the Prophet, who, with a band of his companions, was martyred at Karbala, in Iraq. The marâjû, or elegy, is one of the major forms of Urdu verse, and early became associated with the theme of Husain’s martyrdom; it developed to its highest point after the close of our period.} If you think of becoming a teacher, bear this in mind, that men able to teach the greatest works of Persian literature today get
paid no more than what will give them a cup of cheap lentils and two rounds of coarse bread to dine on. Calligraphers could once command great honours. But nobody appreciates their art these days, and even the greatest masters of the art must sit in the open street, soliciting work and selling their talents for a song. Perhaps, then, in the end you will forsake all worldly professions and, taking no thought for the morrow, repose your trust in God. But do you know what will happen then? Your wife will think you a lazy good-for-nothing; your son will despise you; your daughter will think you have gone mad. And when your children begin to die of hunger, you must run after every great man’s carriage and ask for the charity that your holiness deserves. And perhaps you may get a few coppers and a little chit saying, “This man merits your charity; he is a truly religious man and is learned in religious lore.” In short, you will not find in Hindustan any means of earning a decent living. Peace and plenty have become empty words in this world. Some say that we shall know them in the next, but who can persuade himself that it is so? For my part, I think it only wishful thinking. Here, there is nothing but the struggle to live; there, nothing but the tumult of Judgement Day. Peace and plenty is an empty recollection: you will not find it either on earth or in heaven.

The second satire tells how Sauda was approached by a person who asked him, “Why do you spend your days roaming aimlessly about? Why don’t you buy a horse and ask for employment in some noble’s army?” “Employment?” Sauda replied.

And can you tell me how it is sold these days? By the bushel or by the pound? Don’t you know that only the wealthy and great can offer—or rather, could offer—employment? But how can they do so today? They can no longer realise the revenue from their estates. For years now the land has been a prey to lawless and rebellious men. Even the person supposed to be lord and master of twenty-two provinces no longer controls even the district of Aligarh. All the real power belongs to lawless men. The great lords are helpless and impoverished. Their

peasants raise two crops a year, but their lords see nothing of either, and their agents on the spot are virtual prisoners in the peasants’ hands, like a peasant kept in his creditor’s house until he can pay his debt. So complete is the collapse of all order and administration that though the peasant reaps a harvest of gold, his lord does not see so much as a wisp of straw. How then can the lord keep the armed force he should? How can he pay the soldiers who should go before him when he goes out, or the horsemen who should ride behind him? They have fallen so low now that but for the beating of the drums to announce their coming, no one would know them for nobles. All their thought is of how to reduce their expenses, and if they do so much further, then even the drummers will be dismissed, and the palanquin-bearers who carry him—nay, the Navvāb himself sitting inside—will have to beat the drums themselves. But still they cling to their hollow greatness, though they have long forgotten how a noble should conduct himself, whether in peace or war. All their concern is to cling to their two peacock-feather fans and their robe of fur. Those who know the responsibilities of a noble and could discharge them have long since tested out the way things are run here and have withdrawn to their own dominions, leaving the Empire to its fate. And now our all-wise nobles who are left have seen the conditions of the age and washed their hands of everything. They sit in their mansions surrounded by a little group of courtier-companions, with a man to fan them, and betel and spittoon before them, and if anyone should come to visit them, it all depends upon their mood whether they will see him or not. If the noble lord deigns to admit him and converse with him, let not his visitor be so rash as to speak of public affairs. “Brother!” he will be told, “for God’s sake speak of other things!”

The ministers of the Empire have been summoned for consultation. See how they consult for the welfare of the state. The Imperial Paymaster is thinking up some scheme to stay at home doing nothing and still draw his pay, while the Chief Minister has his eyes on the silver knobs on the poles of the royal tent, and is calculating how much they will fetch in the market. They are all of them strangers to any sense of

50 A direct reference to the Emperor Shāh ‘Alam. The statement was literally true. Aligarh is only 80 miles south of Delhi.
shame. They spend their time in gambling and only come when summoned. A lifetime of their counsel has resulted only in this, that men who once lived in well-built houses now inhabit mud huts. Yet each of them is in his own estimation a veritable paragon. If war comes they creep out of their fortresses just long enough to draw up an army which, you may depend on it, will turn and run from every battle, soldiers who quake with fear even when they see the barber take out his razor to shave them, horsemen who fall out of their beds at night even at the dream of a horse rearing under them.

The royal treasury is empty: nothing comes in from the crown lands; the state of the Office of Salaries defies description. Soldiers, clerks, all alike are without employment. Documents authorising payment to the bearer are so much waste paper: the pharmacist tears them up to wrap his medicines in. Men who once held jagirs or posts paid from the royal treasury are looking for jobs as village watchmen. Their sword and shield have long since gone to the pawnshop, and when they next come out, it will be with a beggar’s staff and bowl. Words cannot describe how some of these once great ones live. Their wardrobe has ended up at the rag merchant’s. If the cow’s tongue which comes out of their ovens could speak, it would say, “Before my master could buy me, he had to do without three meals and sell his sable robe for next to nothing.” Ask the steward who has charge of his beasts and cattle; he will tell you that there is neither grain nor fodder for them to eat and their condition is pitiable. The noble lord boasts of his elephants, but go to look at them and you will find an old blind she and a one-eyed bull, both without any hope of being fed and resigned to the prospect of death. The servants’ hunger has made them bold and insolent. The doorman, who should protect his master’s privacy, cares nothing for his duties, and all and sundry get access to him. The cooks are told to prepare pulao, but send up broth instead.\(^2\) If the servant is told to straighten out the carpet on which his master is sitting, he will not wait for his master to rise, but will give a tug at the carpet there and then. But the truth is that servants and courtiers alike are weak from hunger and are not fit to perform even the lightest duties.

The salātīn\(^3\) are in such desperate straits that their clothes are all threadbare. They are ashamed to admit visitors to their homes and will slam the door in their faces rather than do so. Some are saying that if they are such a burden to maintain, it would be better to give them poison to take. In short, poverty has overtaken all, and a man may try his utmost for employment and still find none, unless he is prepared to emigrate as far afield as Ispahan or Istanbul\(^4\).

How can I describe the desolation of Delhi? There is no house from where the jackal’s cry cannot be heard. The mosques at evening are unlit and deserted, and only in one house in a hundred will you see a light burning. Its citizens do not possess even the essential cooking pots, and vermin crawl in the places where in former days men used to welcome the coming of spring with music and rejoicing. The lovely buildings which once made the famished man forget his hunger are in ruins now. In the once-beautiful gardens where the nightingale sang his love songs to the rose, the grass grows waist-high around the fallen pillars and ruined arches. In the villages round about, the young women no longer come to draw water at the wells and stand talking in the leafy shade of the trees. The villages are deserted, the trees themselves are gone, and the wells are full of corpses.\(^5\) Jahānābād,\(^6\) you never deserved this terrible fate, you who were once vibrant with life and love and hope, like the heart of a young lover, you for whom men afloat upon the ocean of the world once set their course as to the promised shore, you from whose dust men came to gather pearls. Not even a lamp of clay now burns where once the chandelier blazed with light. Those who once lived in great mansions now crouch out their lives among the ruins. Thousands of hearts once full of hope are sunk in despair. Women of noble birth, veiled from head to foot, stand in the streets carrying in their arms their little children, lovely as fresh

---

\(^2\) The implication is that they use the ingredients of the ordered pulao, or the money given them to buy these ingredients, to fill their own bellies. Pulao is a rich dish prepared from rice, meat, and other ingredients.

\(^3\) The salātīn, or princes, were the relatives and descendants of the imperial family, who, as may be imagined when the size of the imperial harem is borne in mind, were numerous. In 1836 there were no less than 795 receiving stipends of some sort. Cf. Spear, _Twilight of the Mughuls_, p. 39.

\(^4\) Whereas formerly people flocked to India from the whole Islamic world and made their fortunes there.

\(^5\) Of women who, in the days when armies were looting and raping, threw themselves into the wells to escape dishonour.

\(^6\) Delhi.
flowers; they are ashamed to beg outright, and offer for sale rosaries made from the holy clay of Karbala.57

But Sauda, still your voice, for your strength fails you now. Every heart is aflame with grief, every eye brimming with tears. There is nothing to be said but this: We are living in a special kind of age. So say no more.

These two satires alone would be enough to show that the vehemence of Sauda's attack springs from a grievous awareness of all the evils of his day—in fact, that the mainspring of his satire, as of all good satire, is a deep compassion for humanity and a savage indignation against the conditions of an age in which humanity is degraded. And it is this that still gives his satires, two hundred years after they were written, a relevance and an interest for today.

57 Cf. note 48 above.

**CHAPTER THREE**

**Mir Hasan's "Enchanting Story"**

Mir Hasan, the son of that Mir Zahir to whom Sauda's verse brought so unenviable a fame, was born in Delhi probably in 1727 or 1728, and passed his early life there.1 We do not know exactly when he left with his father to settle at Faizábād, in Oudh, but his own account tells us that it was "early in the days of my youth," and also that he did not want to go because it meant parting from a girl with whom he had fallen in love. From this we can infer that he probably witnessed the occupation, massacre, and looting of Delhi by Nādir Shāh in 1739. By comparison with

---

1 The main source for the significant facts of Mir Hasan's life is his own works. Two of these—the magani Gulnār i Iran and his ta'kīra—contain brief autobiographical details. As indicated earlier, the date of his birth is disputed. Earlier authorities give it as A.H. 1140 (A.D. 1727–1728), but the most recent work on the subject, Mahmūd Fārūqī's *Mir Hasan aur Khāndān e dārā shu'arā*, states that the correct date is A.H. 1151 (A.D. 1738–1739). However, he gives no adequate evidence for preferring this later date. It is known, he says, that Mir Zahir left Delhi and reached Faizábad while Safdar Jang was still ruler of Oudh—i.e., before 1754—and therefore favours a date around A.H. 1163–1164 (A.D. 1750–1751) for this event. Then, taking this as the basis of his calculations, and noting that Mir Hasan says that it was "early in his youth" that he left Delhi, he rejects 1140 as the date of his birth on the grounds that an age of 23–24 cannot be described as "early youth." However, if 23–24 is too old, 17–18 is surely too young. Mir Hasan says that he left Delhi with a heavy heart because he had fallen in love there—an important statement which the authorities, with their customary sense of decorum, pass over in discreet silence. Further, Mir Hasan figures in Mir's ta'kīra, and this is known to have been written in A.H. 1165 (A.D. 1750–1751); and it is hardly likely that he would already have made his name as a poet at the age of 14. Lastly, the mere knowledge that it was during Safdar Jang's governorship of Oudh that Mir Hasan and his father left Delhi does not warrant fixing this event in A.D. 1727–1728, for Safdar Jang had been governor since 1739. For these reasons we incline to think that A.D. 1727–1728, or soon after, is the likely date of his birth.

The text of the masnavi Sihr ul Bayān which we have used is that edited by 'Abdul Bari Āštī (Lucknow, 1947).
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Important new work in Urdu on the eighteenth-century poets has been published since this book was written, including the following:

This comprehensive study should supersede the pioneering work of 
Shāhīd Cānḍ.


It is to be hoped that Urdu scholars will soon give their attention to producing definitive texts of the poets’ works. *Kālām i Saudā*, ed. Khurshidul Islām (Aligarh: Anjuman i Taraqqī i Urdu, 1965), is a reliable text of a comprehensive selection of Saudā’s verse. A definitive text of the collected verse is currently being prepared by Shamsuddin Śiddiqī.

---

**GLOSSARY**

*burqa‘* A loose, flowing garment worn in the Indian subcontinent by Muslim women who observe *parda* (purdah). It envelopes the whole body, from the crown of the head (which supports the garment) to the feet. Lace network, or a strip of thinner cloth across the eyes, enables the wearer to see while remaining fully protected from others’ eyes.

*divān* A collection of ghazals.

*faqīr* Literally, a beggar; but the word has religious connotations also, and signifies one who spurns all worldly possessions and trusts in God to provide for him through the charity of his fellow men.

*ghazal* A short lyric poem consisting of couplets independent of one another in meaning, but bound by a strict unity of form, that is, a uniform metre and a rhyming scheme AA, BA, CA, DA, etc. The predominant theme is love, which may be either literal or figurative.

*ḥakīm* A physician who practises the traditional Greek system of medicine as modified by the Arabs.

*jāgīr* An assignment to a noble of the land revenue from one or more villages in lieu of salary.

*kulliyāt* The collected verse of a poet.

*maṇavī* A lengthy poem in the rhyme scheme AA, BB, CC, etc. In Urdu it is generally a love story. The shorter maṇavīs are generally realistic and tragic; the longer have a stronger element of fantasy and the story has a happy ending.

*mukhammas* A poem of five-line stanzas, rhyming AAAAA.
Glossary

mushāʿira
A gathering at which poets assemble to recite their verse.

navvāb
Literally, one who exercises deputed power; in general roughly equivalent to the British title of Lord.

parda (purdah)
The system of strict segregation of women traditionally practised by Muslims in India and Pakistan (cf. p. 98).

pari
A supernatural being with magic powers, in the form of a beautiful woman.

qaṣīda
A lengthy poem rhyming AA, BA, CA, etc.; generally a panegyric ode.

shāgīrd
A pupil, or apprentice. A young poet in his capacity of apprentice to his ustād.

shāikh
Literally, an old man; hence, an elder; hence, the pillar of orthodox religion, always represented in poetry as a hypocrite and a Pharisee.

takhallus
The poet's pen-name, always introduced into the closing couplet of the ghazal.

taqkira
A short account of poets, giving for each entry brief biographical details and a few specimen verses.

ustād
Literally, teacher, or master; the poet of established reputation in his capacity of guide to his shāgīrd.

vazir
Minister, usually Chief Minister; the "Vizier" of the Arabian Nights.
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